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Saturday, January 11th, 2020 
07:43am EST: Trask and Hecht are alerted to another flare up in the private “Bede” Facebook 
group. A woman by the name of Elin Mellbergstedt (who Trask and Hecht do not know and 
have never heard of) posts a screenshot of an alleged text between Mellbergstedt and 
someone she represents to be her father which reads:




12:17pm EST: The Elin Mellbergstedt thread is deleted in the private “Bede” Facebook group.


Sunday, January 12th, 2020 
04:50pm EST: Trask contacts Elin Mellbergstedt via @Illbegonefilm via Instagram chat asking 
for her father’s contact information. Mellbergstedt implies that Håkan Hellström is the author of 
the text messages AKA the person she has publicly represented to be her “father”. She also 
reveals that ‘Mellbergstedt’ is not her legal surname but a “nickname”.


Upon processing what ‘Mellbergstedt’ has revealed, Trask replies sympathetically to 
“Mellbergstedt” assuring “Mellbergstedt” that the filmmakers will not pursue the bizarre 
situation further.


Friday, January 31st, 2020 
3:21pm EST: Sources alert Trask and Hecht that Elin “Mellbergstedt” is continuing to slander 
the filmmakers, this time in private Facebook chat groups. Trask checks the January 12th 
Instagram chat with Elin “Mellbergstedt” to find that “Mellbergstedt” has selectively deleted 5 
of her messages to Trask. The doctored conversation has been allegedly shared with other 
people and is being used to claim the filmmakers are harassing “Mellbergstedt”.


See next page for comparison between the original conversation and the doctored 
conversation. 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Side by side comparisons of the doctored conversation.




Original conversation (1/12/20) Doctored conversation (1/31/20)

Deleted

Deleted

Deleted

Deleted
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Side by side comparisons of the doctored conversation (contin.)  

Original conversation (1/12/20) Doctored conversation (1/31/20)

Deleted
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Side by side comparisons of the doctored conversation (contin.)

Original conversation (1/12/20) Doctored conversation (1/31/20)


